Regulation of cell proliferation inhibitory and stimulatory factors diffused by 3T3 cultured cells.
The growth rate of normal cells multiplied in vitro decreases as the cell density of the culture increases. Previous results suggested that this density-dependent inhibition of growth in nontransformed cells was due to the diffusion of growth inhibitory substances in the medium of dense cultures. In this paper, we demonstrate that dense cultures of 3T3 cells secrete inhibitory and stimulatory factors. Macromolecules of conditioned medium were fractionated on Biogel P150 and the different fractions were tested on quiescent cultures of 3T3 cells stimulated or not to proliferate by addition of alpha globulin. When target cells were not stimulated to proliferate by addition of exocrine growth factors, we observed the inhibitory activity of a large molecular weight inhibitor (IDF45) and the stimulatory activity of autocrine growth factors (fraction about 35 and 10 K molecular weight), on the incorporation of 14C inosine into nucleotide pool and RNA. However, DNA synthesis was significantly stimulated with fraction 10 K only. This discrepancy between the stimulation of RNA and DNA synthesis may be explained by the presence, simultaneously, of inhibitory and stimulatory factors in fraction 35 and 10 K molecular weight. The presence of inhibitory factor was demonstrated when the fractions were tested on target cells stimulated to proliferate by alpha globulin addition and labeled with 14C thymidine. In these conditions, the stimulatory activity of autocrine growth factors was not observable, and only the inhibitory activity on DNA synthesis of fractions 35 and 10 K appeared. It is tempting to assume that the regulation of in vitro cell proliferation is determined by the balance between these antagonist stimulatory and inhibitory autocrine growth factors.